Abstract: In this paper a new design of full adder cell based on Sense Energy
INTRODUCTION

Low Power Addition
The addition of two binary numbers is fundamental in various circuits especially circuits used for performing arithmetic operations like multiplication and division, compressors, comparators and parity checkers. There is no ideal adder cell that can be used by all types of applications. Therefore, many different circuits for binary addition have been proposed over the last decades [1, 2, 3, 4] , covering a wide range of performance characteristics to satisfy the constraints enforced by different applications. Design of digital integrated circuits for many applications relies on three major criteria: low power consumption, small chip area, and high speed. Demand and popularity of portable electronics is driving the designers to strive for smaller area, higher speed of operation, longer battery life and more reliability [3] . Power is one of the premium resources a designer tries to save when designing a system. The battery technology doesn't advance at the same rate as the IC technology. The goal to extend the battery life span of portable electronics is to reduce the energy consumed per arithmetic operation. Enhancing the performance of the adder units can significantly improve the system performance. Therefore careful design and analysis is required for these units to obtain optimum performance. [7] .Lowering the supply voltage and reducing the number of transistors of bit adder design is a proper method for lower power consumption. Using lower number of transistors to implement a logic function is beneficial in reducing the device and interconnect parasitic and reducing the chip area, resulting in lower time delay and potentially lower power consumption. However, many low-number-transistor adders do not operate correctly at low supply voltage in 0.18µm and subsequent CMOS technologies due to threshold voltage (Vt) loss problem. The goal of this work is to design a full adder that works successfully at ultra-low supply voltage, avoids any degradation on the output voltage, and has less delay in critical path with lower number of transistors. These low power arithmetic modules are embedded into digital signal processors for wearable and implantable bio medical devices. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present and analyze the proposed 1-bit full-adder cell. Simulation setup and results are described in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the paper.
II. THE PROPOSED ADDER CELL
The total power dissipated in a generic digital CMOS gate is given by Eq. (1). Ptotal =Pdynamic + Pshort -circuit + Pstatic (1) =V dd . F clk Σ i V iswing .C i load.α i +V DD .Σ i I sc + V dd .I leakage Where F clk denotes the system clock frequency, V i swing is the voltage swing at node i equal to V DD , Ci load is the load capacitance at node i, α i is the activity factor at node i, and I sc and leakage are the short circuit and leakage currents, respectively. Switching power is power consumed in charging and discharging of the circuit node capacitances during transistor switching, short circuit power dissipation occurs because of the short circuit current flowing from power supply to ground during transistor switching and static power is due to leakage and static currents flowing while the circuit is in the stable state. The first two components of the equation are referred to as dynamic power which constitutes the majority of the power dissipated in CMOS VLSI circuits. [9] . The complementary CMOS full adder circuit was designed using 28 transistors. This adder was based on regular CMOS structure (pull-up and pull-down network). [8] .One of the most significant advantages of this full adder was its high noise margins and thus reliable operation at low voltages. The layout construction of CMOS gates was also simplified due to the complementary transistor pairs. But the use of substantial number of transistors results in more power consumption, larger area and high input loads. Also the serially connected transistors in the output stage gave rise to relatively weak output driving capability that made the circuit unreliable if we are required to use them in cascade. The TG based full adders, Mux based adders existing in literature were also considered for comparison of performance evaluation. [9 ,12 ] . The second class of adders considered for analysis was energy recovery adders. The Static Energy Recovery Full Adder [10, 11] SERF adder circuit consists of two XNORs realized by 4 transistors. Energy recovering logic reuses the charge and therefore consumes lower power than non-energy recovering logic. The charge applied to the load capacitance during the logic high level is drained to ground during the logic low level in non-energy recovering logic . An energy recovering logic reuses this charge, which charges the load capacitance during the logic high to drive the gates rather than draining the charge to ground To illustrate static energy recovery concept let us consider an example where initially A=B=0 and then A changes to 1. Let us consider that there is a capacitor at the output node of the first XNOR module. When A and B both equals to zero the capacitor is charged by VDD. In the next stage when B reaches a high voltage level keeping A fixed at a low voltage level, the capacitor discharges through A and certain amount of charge is retained in A. Hence when A reaches a high logic level it need not be charged fully. Also it cannot be cascaded at low power supply due to multiple threshold problems. The SERF Full adder is as shown in the below fig 3 [10] , which does not operate reliably and is confronted with serious problems especially at lower supplies. The proposed Low power Full adder is based on the static energy recovery concept [10] [11] and uses the novel XNOR circuit and the Transmission Gate based MUX along with level restoring clock gating technique for its operation. The use of properly sized transistor and transmission gate stages instead of the pass transistor will give better performance and avoids the threshold voltage drop problem along with reliable operation. It is also important to know that the power reduction is not just a problem of number of transistors. The Sum is generated from the output of the second stage XNOR circuit, i.e. Sum = (A XNOR B) XNOR C in . The C out is calculated by multiplexing A &C in controlled by (A ⊕ B).Its low transistor count results in switched capacitance reduction and the capability of working at ultra-low supply voltage. Operating properly at lower supply voltage range without threshold voltage loss, with TG and PT based XNOR gates along with AND gating technique makes it a good choice for low power environment. [12, 13] . The new design is robust against supply voltage variation without any modification in transistor's threshold voltage at high supply voltage. It benefits from good drivability so it can be cascaded easily when used with 32 0r 64 bit multipliers. This good driving strength in cascading makes the proposed adder a better alternative for the full adders in tree based multipliers using column compression of partial products in any signal processors.
III. Simulation
The standards of today's technology require three main parameters to measure performance: Power, Delay, and Size. The power delay product (PDP) is also a quantitative measure of the efficiency and a compromise between power dissipation and speed. The Circuit Simulation of this paper were carried out using numerous random input vectors with SPECTRE simulator in CADENCE VIRTUOSO Analog Design Environment under CADENCE CMOS 90nm Technology. The Simulation Setup is shown in the Table 1 for comparison. Table 2 gives the analysis carried out at various frequencies. Fig. 6 shows the simulation test-bench. It has been made of three cascaded adder cells. The inputs are fed from the buffers (two cascaded inverters) to give more realistic input signals and the outputs are loaded with buffers to give proper loading condition. In order to establish an impartial simulation environme nt, we preferred to give the input patterns as shown in Fig. 7 , which covers every possible input combination of A, B, and C in pulses of amplitude vs time . Power consumption and working speed (frequency and delay) are standard measures for the performance of CMOS circuits Figure. 7. Simulation input patterns .The delay is calculated from 50% of voltage level of input to 50% of voltage level of resulting output for both rise and fall output transitions. For the calculation of the power delay product, worst-case delay is chosen to be the larger delay amongst the two outputs. By optimizing the transistor sizes of full adders considered, it is possible to reduce the delay of adders without significantly increasing the power consumption, and transistor sizes can be chosen to achieve minimum PDP. The proposed full adder design of Fig. 5 has been compared with static CMOS, TG adder [9] , mux based [12] adder cells existing in literature. The Tables 1-3 show the results of simulation carried out for total power consumption and delay at 100 MHz for various supply voltages for all full adder designs for 90nm and 180nm libraries provided by Cadence. 
IV. Conclusion
A power efficient and ultra-low power 1-bit adder cell, using the low-number of-transistors was described, designed and simulated. It works based on XNOR function. Lowering transistor counts with pass transistor logic and clock gating make this design suitable to operate at low supply voltage. In addition, some techniques to eliminate the direct path power consumption cause this new adder to benefit from the lower power dissipation and a better PDP than previous similar designs without any transistor threshold voltage modification. The circuit has high driving capability so it can be cascaded easily in large tree structured arithmetic circuits and compressor trees for multipliers. In this paper, we proposed a 24-transistor full-adder that is able to operate at 1.1 V power supply. The performance of various full-adders was compared and the simulation results proved that the proposed full-adder dissipates the lowest power and has lowest PDP (Power Delay Product). The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed full adder can be a better alternative for the low power applications and they can be used as a buil ding block in compressor, multiplier and multiple and accumulate units that are used in DSP chips. [14] 
